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The central thrust in the contemporary '"battle for raw mate¬
rials' is that we are now undergoing a critical metamorphosis in the
history of international trade and in the history of man himself.
It seems almost a dreary commonplace to assert today that once appeared
in the fifties and sixties, to he an age of unlimited abundance of
raw materials has given way to scarcities. Our modern industrial

system has squandered these unrenewable resources with a reckless
abodon to the detriment of present and future generations.

\

Perhaps the most glaring avalanche of waste - although by no

means of only one - has been the use of 'cheap energy' which was the
foundation of the sustained postwar expansion in the leading indus¬
trialized nations. There were also those advocates of growth who
believed that such an expansion would be diffused to the underdevelo¬

ped world in the same prodigal manner and within the same socio-economic

forms as was being done in the developed economies. That this growth
assumed the form of a metastasis akin to that of the cancer cell

within a living organism had been ignored or deliberately jettisoned
as wholly irrelevant. In the quest for 'economic growth' no differen¬
tiation had been made between growth and development, nor had conside¬
ration been given to the question of development and growth for whom,
and for what wider human objectives.

The upshot of this is that the entire scaffolding of what has
been called postwar 'prosperity' (and which had left largely untouched
the peripheral world) had been erected on the bogus assuption that
there could be infinite growth in a universe of finite resources.

A corollary of this was that the arcane division of labour between
the centre and the periphery crystallized in the XlXth oentury would
be perpetuated as a permanent phenomenon.
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The revolutionary pressures from the underprivileged, periphery
to which the world has been subjected to since 1945». and. .the unity of
the petroleum producers over the last two years have destroyed the idea
(although by no means its inner content) of such a state-of fixity.
What has "been hilled the 'battle of raw materials' (I would prefer to
Speak of their unequal and irrational distribution) is the seminal issue
of international economics. But this, of course, is merely one half of
the boin since without fat reaching internal changes within the peripheral
countries such external restructuration would be nagated.

The imbalance in the use of raw materials is seen in the global oon-

sumpiion • of cereals with the high income countries (31 per cent of the
world's population) accounting for 5Ï Per cent of total consumption in

1969/71» We are not saying that this, pattern of cereal consumption by
the rich countries is because they have a special propensity•for bread
and cake. Rather it is because with rising incomes per head; peoples
in rich countries prefer to eat more meat. And most of the cereals go

into feeding livestock. To be sure, the 370 million tons of grain used
• I ; • ■ .. . ' •

annually for livestock feed (in the rich countries) is greater than the to-
tallhunan oonaúipticm of cereals in China and India together. Such

...... I .• v • I • 1 • :• I '

patterns of consumption are extendable to a wide range of other raw

materials. Illustrative in this respect is that one country, the United

States, with 5 Per cent of the world's population,, consumes one-third of
the world's basic energy supplies.

Rot merely does the familiar economic gap between the rich and

poor countries continue to widen, but as i s to be expected under these

conditions, the gap in the consumption of raw materials continues to widen
. ..• ! . * N ' • . : ï.■ »H 'ï '■ •• "

even more strikingly on a per capita basis.. The dramatic feature of our

times is that the peripheral countries have become aware of the development
of their under—development. The circle has now turned full circle in

the sense that they realize that the centre, as producer of manufactured
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•goods, continues to import cheap raw materials in exchange for con¬
tinuously escalating prices' of manufactured good exports. Such dis¬
ordered price ratios, however, are inherent within the-©apitai accumu¬
lation mechanism on a global scale. Hence capital formation within
-the centre- has teen partially financed by the poor countries, and is
therefore tantamount to economic aid in reverse. The followint total
is í»dicative.

a/
Changes in export and import prices,—'- and in the terms of trade,

of developing countries, 1954 to 1973

Petroleum-exportipg countries : Other developinb countries
o

o
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0
0
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-JO s - 1 + 12
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to 1972 +39 i +17 + 19 Ï +12 + 17 - 5 :

; 1954-56 'to 1972 +42 • + 33 + 7 i +11 + 32 ;

s 1972- to 1973 +30 j + 18 + 10 Ï +29 :+' 21 + 6 s

•>£ 1 : ~ i
Source ; UÎJCTAD secretariat estimates.

a/ In terms of United States dollars.

bJ Based on changes in revenue (including royalties and taxes) per barrel,
of cude petroleum exported.

t,

_c/ Ration of export prices to import prices- .
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Over the decade and a half from the mid— 19J)P'S ~k° the end of the
19601 s, the terms of trade of developing countries taken as a group
worsened "by ahout 10 per cent. The decline in their export prices
which occured in the later 1950'3 and the early 1960's was roughly
offset by a price rise in the later 1960's, whe:?a as the prices of
their imports rose throughout the period, reflectint the continuing
inflationary pressure in the developed countries. The oil—exporting
countries, by their joint action in OPEC, managed to increase their
unit returns on exports in 1971? and again in 1971? and again in
1972, by which time their terms of trade were somewhat better than in
the mid 19501s•

For other developing'countries" taken as" a" group, the terms of trade
worsened further...between the. end. .of- I.96O ' s and .1-972-? ■■-by the .latter, .

year the deterioration was about 15 per cent, compared with the mid-
195O'8? equivalent to a loss," ih 1972? of about $10,000 million, or
rather more than 20 per.cent of these, countries' aggregate exports,
and considerably...more than their receipts of official development
aid t r -

Buir the terms of trade" are Aria'dequat'e over-all" indicators since

they tell us nothing of the historico-institutional framework in""
which international trade unfolds.. The 'costs' borne by the third

world producers are much more since they would have .-ta. inolude -the losses
incurred by non—third world ownership of the marketing and distribution
chains and the associated problems of transfer pricing.

Aware of these forces (although the.pace and extent of awareness

has not been uniform) third world countries gre now seeking to extend
their permanent sovereignty over these over these rapidly depleting
raw materials, particularly those of a strategic nature. The recent

emergence of producers' associations is testimony of their dermination
to alter the inherited patterns of the international division of labour.

y Alfred Maizels, A new International Strategy for Primary Commodities,
uppçala University, August 1074, =c-—
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Apart from the classic example of petroleum we now have a new one

highlighted recently in an U1TCTAD. secretariat study and characteristic
of a vast range of other primary commodities — this time of a perishable
nature. In analysing the retail cost formation of the banana traded
it was shown that the share accruing to the banana-producing countries
was around 11 per cent and that of foreign enterprisese about 88.5 per

cent. This configuration is explicable in historical terms and mirrors
the dominant relationship between the centre and the periphery during
the last 100 years and its deleterious developmental impact.

The centre has not merely controlled the .productisn of ,these

strategic and non-strategic raw materials but has exercised even greater
control in their marketing, transport and distribution. While some

progress has been recorded, py° " "'.y in petroleum and other extractive
industries by bringing them closer to the orbit of national sovereignty,
the marketing, distribution and transport functions largely continues
to elude them and this therefore must be one of the major concerns of
trade and development.policy in the seventies and eighties.

However, control over raw materials.is merely one aspect of the
problem of -unequal exchange between the centre and the periphery. Even
in the case of the OPEC countries which have moved .farthest in the

direction of participation, the marketing and distribution functions

(which are enormously lucrative) are still largely the exclusive preserve

of 7-8 transnationale. It is this configuration of forces which explains
the vulnerability of the primary producers. Thus the position of the
OPEC countries, paradoxically as this may appear, is not very different
from that of the banana producing countries, where three transnationale
control 75 percent of exports entering international trade.

Another basic stage of the,v- o'of raw materials' after the

transfer or ownership and control is acquisition of the.knowledge of

ÙJ The Marketing and Distribution System for Bananas, UHCTAD, December 1974
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how to exploit these resources in the interests of the. nationals of
the peripheral countries. It is here that we perceive the: fundamental
link "between the production, marketing and distribution:of commodities
and extremely high costs involved in the transfer of technology. A

highly oligopolistic control in the production,"Marketing and distri¬
bution of primary commodities is matched by an eq.ual;ly highly oligopo¬
listic control of science and technology by the centre. In short, the
quest for greater participation in the marketing and distribution

chain, and which is now an integral part of UNTAD's over-all strategy, is

part of a package that tackles , effectively the transfer of science and

technology, which is taking place (if it ever did) not according to
the rules of the "simple system of natural liberty", of "ecohomio
liberalism but through the market manipulations of at best a few dozen

large multinational, especially in the chemical and engineering indus¬
tries which are the pillars of modern industrialization.

These direct costs of technology transfer consist of payment for
patents use, licences, process know how and trade marks, amounting to
$1,500 million in foreign exchange in 1968. This figure is expected "to
cs;calate annually by 20 per cent to $9»000 million by the end of the
seventies - or a six fold increase. As against the direct costs, there
are also the indirect costs, including the overpricing of intermediate
products and equipment.

It is the perpetuation of this set of conditions incubated during
the XlXth century which explains the basic inequities within the
international economy. It- is to these complex challenges, and of which
the national control and sovereignty of raw materials is merely one

important facet, that the New International Economic Order proclaimed
by the U.N. General Assemble &nd the Dakar declaration now addresses

itself. , v-.'. -V... ~ --vo


